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Preface

“China International Exhibition on Quality Control & Testing Equipment” , briefly as “Q.C. China”, founded in 1995. The annual “Q.C. China” is a brand exhibition with longest history and widest business fields in Chinese Inspection industry today, it contains main four business parts: NDT technology & equipment, Physical Analysis and Chemical Testing Instrument, Analyzing Instruments and Laboratory equipment, and high-end technologies of Measurement and Testing. It is an authority platform to show new technologies and products with high reputation from home and abroad. “Q.C. China” provides advanced testing equipment and technologies by manufacturers and distributors of the inspection industry from all over the world for the inspection market and builds communication bridges for manufacturers and various agents.

With the need of inspection industry becoming deep and extensive, the demands of function and technology of production quality inspection to the enterprises are higher and higher. It is inspectors’ duty and responsibility to how to improve the methods of inspecting, to make progress on inspection equipment. “Q.C. CHINA” wants to combine international advanced inspection idea with national practical inspection needs, which can deliver foreword technology and marketing information rapidly, and also show yourselves between national and international colleagues.

In addition, the organizers will make full use of our 70 years in the material research and detection of the
traditional advantage and with all the relevant industry (CO) will be long-term cooperation resources, with the exhibition hold high level academic meetings and technical exchanges. At the same time, the exhibition organizers accumulated professional audience database, author, reader and expert database of academic journals, the database of academic conference representative, and long-term cooperation of the professional media and cyber source over the years, it will be expanded to show the influence of propaganda and play a positive role, and bring more end users for the exhibition.

The Q.C.China was founded 21 years in 2016, at the appointed time, the organizers will carry out a series of brand activities to commemorate and celebrate this important moment, feedback people who always support and love the Q.C.China over these years! The 21st Q.C.China will be more Professional and authoritative.

“Innovation, Progress, Development” is our common goal, and let’s exhibit a vigorously developed inspection industry today through sincere cooperation.

**Concurrent Conference:**

- **2016 Materials & Testing Technology Development Forum**
  Editorial cum Symposium of “Materials for Mechanical Engineering”
  Editorial cum New technology of Analysis & Testing Seminar of “Physical & Chemical testing Part B: Chemical Analysis”
  Editorial cum New technology of NDT Seminar of “Non-destructive Testing”

- **2016 New Technology of Non-destructive Testing Symposium**

- **2016 Physical & Chemical Testing/Failure Analysis Applications & Case Forum**

- **2016 NDT Applications & Case Forum**

**Propaganda Media before & on the Exhibition**

Material & Testing Network
Non-destructive Testing
Physical & Chemical Testing Part A: Physical Testing
Physical & Chemical testing Part B: Chemical Analysis
Material for Mechanical Engineering
Corrosion and Protection
Wu Sun Tan Sang
Metallurgical standardization & Quality
Process Automation Instrumentation
Pressure Vessel Technology
China Measurement Technology
China Special Equipment Safety
Materials Review
Engineering Quality & Inspect

**If you want to know more information on Q.C.China’2016 Please visit the following web site:** [http://www.qc-expo.com](http://www.qc-expo.com)
Exhibition Profile

NDT Technology & Equipment
- Ultrasonic detector
- Radiographic inspection system
- Electromagnetic (eddy current) inspection instrument
- Penetrating inspection instrument
- Magnetic particle inspection instrument
- Acoustic imaging system & acoustic holography system
- Acoustic emission detector
- Test piece, Probe, Transducer, X-ray film
- Drying oven
- Cleaner, Film viewer, Darkened inspection booth
- X-ray tube, Alarming device, Densitometer
- Filter, Penetrant
- Endoscope, Leak localizer, Thickness meter
- Contrast agent
- Couplant, Magnetic ink, Magnetic particle
- Vita-light lamp

Physical Testing & Material Testing Machinery
- Image analyzing & handling system
- Electronic probe
- Metallurgical microscope
- Electronic microscope
- Micro-region analysis instruments
- Material structure analysis instrument
- All sorts of hardometer, Grinder, Polishing lathe
- Cutter, Crusher, Sorter
- Notch-broaching machine
- Metallographic sand paper, Metal polish
- Sample preparation equipment
- Metrical instrument
- Grinding & polishing machine
- Mounting press, Suspension, Sanding paste
- Universal testing machine
- Impact testing Machine
- Torsion testing machine, hardness tester
- Tensile testing machine, fatigue testing machine
- Compression testing machine for cement
- Dynamic impact tester
- Constant humidity and temperature testing machine
- Other testing machine for determination of technological properties
Analyzing Instrument & Laboratory Equipment

- Optical analysis instrument
- Gas analyzer
- Photometric analysis instrument
- Environment testing instrument
- Radiation testing instrument
- Mass spectrum analyzer
- Chromatographic analyzer
- Spectroscope analyzer
- Frequency spectrograph
- Electrochemical analyzing meter
- Thermal analyzing meter
- Surface analysis instrument
- Laboratory meters & instruments
- X-ray fluorescent analysis meter
- Rapid analyzing meters
- All kind of solutions for element analysis
- Oven, Scale
- Spare piece and stock preparation for chemical analysis
- Laboratory equipment, Medicine-storage cabinet
- Exhaust equipment, Generator, Hollow cathode lamp

Measurement and Testing

◆ Geometric Measuring

*Measuring Tools:* Calipers, External & Internal Micrometers, Dial Gauges, Large Dimension Measurement, Length and Angle Standsers

*Measuring Appliances:* Height Gauges, Horizontal Measuring Bench, Levels, Straight Edges, Squares and Bevel Protractors, Profile Projector, Electronic Length Measuring Equipment, Surface Roughness Testing, Tesa Scan, Measuring Microscope, Coordinate Measuring Machines

◆ Mechanical Measuring

Mass measurement
Metrology of mechanical value
Engineering Data
Capacity & density measurement
Rotating speed & vibration measurement

◆ Heat Metrology

Temperature measurement
Pressure measuring
Flow measuring & level measure

◆ All kinds of measuring & management soft wares
Cost of Exhibition

We offer two options to suit your company’s needs. One is the space only and the other is shell scheme package.

Option 1 Raw Space price: **US$380 per sqm** (minimum 36sqm)
Price includes exhibition space, free invitation cards for exhibitors to invite key customers and listing in the Show Directory.

Option 2 Standard Booth: **US$400 per sqm** (minimum 9sqm)
Price includes exhibition space with carpet, bilingual (Chinese and English) display of company’s name on the fascial board, one 220V/500W socket, two spotlights, four folding chairs, one information table, one round glass table, one waste basket and daily stand cleaning. **An additional payment of $100/9㎡ for all the configuration.**
PLUS all listed in Option 1.

Technical Seminars

Alongside the exhibits demonstration, technical seminars will be run. The show offers an ideal opportunity in the meantime for exhibitors to give various technical seminars on their latest products and technologies. Normally, the duration for each seminar is 45 minutes. And **US$ 1200** will be paid by the exhibitors for holding each seminar, which includes the invitation of Chinese audiences and rent for seminar room, projector, curtain, whiteboard and other propaganda cost.

Participation Procedures

If you do like to participate in the Q.C.'2016 please send the Space Application Form with your signature to Shanghai Hua Yi Exhibition & Advertising Co., Ltd via fax or mail upon finishing it.

**Booth arrangement rules:** The earlier the payment is, the better the booth is arranged. Please deposit the total fee to our appointed accounts within twenty days after we accept your application form, we’ll email our exhibitor manual to you, then you can do the preparation job in advance.

Contacting Address

Shanghai Hua Yi Exhibition & Advertising Co., Ltd.
99Handan Road, Shanghai 200437,China
Tel: (86-21) 65556775-215 (86-21)65526355
Fax: (86-21) 65526355
E-mail: qc215@mat-test.com
Contacting person: Ms Jackie
Yes! I am interested in exhibiting at Q.C. China’2016. I would like to reserve _____sqm.

(Minimum space for standard booth is 9sqm and minimum for raw space only is 36 sqm).

Raw Space only ( ____________)m × ( ____________)m

Standard Booth ( ____________)m × ( ____________)m

Yes! I am interested in visiting the show. Please send me more details closer to the event.

Yes! I am interested in holding a seminar during the show. Please send me the application form for seminar.

Name_________________________ Designation/Title________________________

Company ________________________________________________________________

Address _______________________________ ________________________________

Tel ___________________ Fax____________________ e-mail __________________________

Authorized signature __________________

Date ______________________________